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What Cherry Valentine 
Promotions can do for you?
So I am Cherry Valentine and I am a new gig promoter in 
Manchester. Why did I start doing this? Well my number one 
priority in life is music, whether that be playing it, listening to it or
promoting it, its all I think about. So since I started to play and sing
in bands, I worked with many promoters in Manchester and after
using these promoters and also putting on gigs for my own band, 
I realised that I can really give bands a great deal when it comes 
gigs.

Most promoters in this town expect you to bring a certain amount
of people before they pay you any percentage of ticket sales, and
I think that's wrong. At the end of the day, when fans buy tickets, 
they are here to see the bands, not the promoter which therefore
means a percentage of money should go directly to the band, no 
matter how many fans attend. And it should be more than a
measly pound a ticket. I also know how important it is to get people 
to gigs so cheap tickets is an absolute must in my opinion. 

Cherry Valentine singing for Deaf FM

I give bands a 50-50 ticket sale split,
no matter how many people bands
bring. I also do a Band of the Month
Competition on facebook, where every
band thats played for me that month
has the chance to win a gig in which 
they take 100% of takings and get on 
the front cover of this very magazine.

Not only that, I live up to the name 
“promoter” and actually promote the gig
By putting up posters, posting on

Facebook and Twitter and simple word of mouth to anyone I see. 
I want people to start watching good live music again and for me
Quality means a lot more than quantity of fans. Interested in
Working with me? www.facebook.com/cherryvalentinepromotions

 

http://www.facebook.com/cherryvalentinepromotions


A Summary Of What CV Offers.
● 50-50 ticket sale split, no matter how many fans attend!

●100% ticket sale takings for the band that wins band of the 
month, as well as being the cover stars of this very magazine!

● Every band that plays a CV gig will be in this magazine.

● Almost every CV gig has a reviewer attending

● Similar bands to you will be on the bill.

● Your gig WILL be promoted

● Non local bands welcome!

Bands Comments
Bluehearts - Any bands out there that wanna play a 

gig/venue in Manchester, where everything is 
sorted for you - promo, kit, sound engineer, timings, 

crowd, cash etc you should call Cherry Valentine 
Promotions 'cos they're shit hot and brilliant to work 

with. Thank you so much CVP for last night - 
Bluehearts first gig outa Sheff will be a lasting 

memory. Let's do it again some time

Moose Patrol - We had a great time playing for 
CV Promotions! The whole atmosphere from 
Load In to Load Out was really chilled. The guys 
in the other bands on the bill were all really decent
and took time to chat to us about music. I think 
they were a bit surprised about our ages! We 
would definitely recommend CV Promotions to 
other unsigned bands, and have already posted them several 
times on our Facebook wall. We would play for them again without 
question



Empty Situation - The gig with Cherry Valentine was a really 
    good experience. Everyone there were really good people and 
  had a good knowledge of the equipment and stuff. The gig was well 
promoted and the venue was cool. The sound was good too,
 it wasn't one of those gigs where the vocals are completely 
drowned out by a badly mixed drum kit! We'd definitely
 recommend CV gigs to any band out there and in fact we 
already have mentioned the name to a couple of bands around. 
Overall it was a great gig and would love to do it again!

We Were Kings - was a great gig all round really, 
we had a right ball! Great people to work with and I 
recommend them 

Religion of Tomorrow - turned out a good night, 
and this stuffs hard work so it needs championed.

Edwin Miles - it was well-organised, the sound 
was good and Cherry Valentine is cool. 

The Dusk - We enjoy all our gigs, wherever hey are 
and whichever promoter we play for. CV promotions 
are no exception. We would happily recommend CVP
to other bands. People with a passion for music, and a 
dedication to live performance, should be supported and encouraged by 
all bands! 

Kingdom Lost - Even though we’re not massive 
fans of the sound in Retro bar, we enjoyed our gig 
with CV Promotions.  They’re one of the very few 
promoters that treat bands fairly and that actually live
 up to their job description! We’re working with them
again and are very much looking forward to it.

LUTE - The gig went really well and there was 
a good crowd, we also liked the fact that you 
played our tunes before the show  and gave us
 this interview. The tickets are slightly cheaper
 than other promoters as well which is a bonus! 
We would definitely recommend you to other bands and look forward to 
playing another show  together!



Empty Situation

Bluehearts

Kro Bar, 
19th May

Morphine Ghost
Bluehearts

Minutes to Recover
Empty Situation

It is a mild Saturday night on Manchester’s
Oxford Road and Cherry Valentine 
Promotions is launching it’s debut 
unsigned night. No, we’re not in the 
Academy 3. This evening’s setting is the 
upstairs room of Kro Bar and within it’s 
intimate confines we find the perfect setup
for unsigned bands to showcase their 
talent.

Empty Situation get things off to a good 
start. Even though their set consists
entirely of covers (bar one original track), 
for a band not yet out of their teens they 

are entertaining, tight and concise as they fire through a healthy collection of pop punk hits from 
the likes of Blink 182 and Sum 41. Front man Garion Frith’s vocals work well with the tunes and 
could in time develop into something special. However, his near-motionless stance and rhythm 
guitarist Dan Turton’s endless shoe gazing are a disappointing drawback for what is an otherwise 
decent show. Loose Lips Sink Ships, the aforementioned original, is a satisfying closer. The eerie, 
brooding verse builds into a thick and full emo chorus and Frith’s lyrics are right on the mark for 
disaffected teenage angst. It isn’t a rock classic, but the foundations of a strong song writing team
 are there. They may have a way to go yet if they are to reach the heights of their heroes, but
 tonight is a good start. Stars of the future? Possibly.

Pictures obtained from band's facebook pages

Gig Reviews



Check the bands out 
On facebook.
/morphineghost
/blueheartsuk
/minutestorecover
/emptysituation

Minutes to Recover are the ideal follow-up: Older, louder, 
more experienced and much more in-your-face. The bands 
alt-rock pomp brings a West Coast feel good atmosphere 
into the heart of Manchester and with front man Ben 
McHugh exerting the confidence of a stadium level artist, 
it is clear that that feel-good atmosphere seeps from the 
pores of this band and spews right on to the dance floor. 
The sound is nothing original, but it is lively and infectious
 and delivered with heart and integrity and ultimately, 
that’s all anybody here wants tonight. The show isn’t 
perfect. The guitars – though fat in power and rich in 
complexity – are too loud and McHugh’s vocals are often 
muffled and in audible and sometimes those notes are just 
too high for his range, causing a flatness that can be 
painful to the ear. A simple key change would have gone a 
long way here. All in all though, when a band is this much 
fun, who cares about the odd bum note?

The highlight of the night comes from Sheffield’s Bluehearts. Bringing a hometown crowd with 
them, they are the only act to pack out the room tonight; and with good reason. This stoner 
rock/grunge hybrid takes what was an enjoyable night of live music and turns it into an all out rock
 n roll feeding frenzy. The riffs are stomping, the solos are manic and the drive and power behind 
the rhythm section provides a relentless sucker punch right to the gut, while Clarke Vaughan’s on 
stage swagger and vocal prowess make him seem like the love child of James Dean and Josh 
Homme. It is a heavy and vibrant performance that builds up to an epic crescendo. With the right 
exposure, these guys could have a prosperous career ahead of them because tonight they have 
proved themselves to be one hell of a live act with a professional attitude and a genuine love for 
what they do. The only question on everybody’s lips is “How are the headliners going to top that?”

Unfortunately for Morphine Ghost – and everybody else in the room – the answer to that question
 is simple: They can’t. If this were a two word review, this critic would have to steal from the great
 pantheon of Spinal Tap quotes and simply write: shit sandwich. The set opens with what one 
assumes is supposed to be a creepy circus music intro, but is actually a jumbled mess of out of 
tune guitars and out of time drums. From then on in, it’s all down hill. The tracks lack any dynamics
 and variation; everything is played at top speed and at a constant, ear shattering volume and the
 band members themselves look as though there is no chemistry between them at all. Rhythm 
guitarist Dave seems more interested in goofing around with his friends at the side of the stage
 than actually trying to entertain a crowd, while lead guitarist Alan – dressed as a cross between 
Marilyn Manson and Bad era Michael Jackson, while the other men in the band are wearing jeans 
and T-shirts – is unable to take his eyes off his fret board throughout the whole set as he stumbles 
his way through his bland and bum note laden solos. The performance is packed with false starts 
and missed hits from drummer Neil and while front woman Laura certainly looks pretty on stage, 
her lack of stage presence and mediocre vocals only add to this hideous cacophony.

It is a shame the night ended on such a bad note, but if we are able to block such an horrific finale
 from our minds, most will go home with the pleasure of seeing a satisfying set of unsigned bands,
 which could possibly hold some gems for us all to enjoy in the future.

A.Serafinowicz
Hazard Media Reviews Manchester 



Gig Reviews Retro Bar
17th June

Fear the Fallen

Kingdom Lost
LUTE

Fear the Fallen
Moose Patrol

Pictures obtained from bands facebook pages

Opening the night we have the young Moose Patrol and 
for a band with only a combined age of 45, they really 
know how to rock out. Not only that, their songs are catchy and upbeat, with the song For the
 Summer really being the highlight with fun backing vocals which really stick in your head. You
 can really see the influence of Nirvana in their songs especially with the guitar work, Adam 
Bostock has strong rock 'n' roll vocals which could really develop into an impressive voice in 
years to come with practice. Adam Lee is a great drummer, some timing issues here and there 
but nothing majorly noticeable, and Connor Hamner's stage presence is really great to watch, he
 genuinely looks really happy and a natural performer using his shouty backing vocals to give an 
edge to each of their songs. With the right exposure and determination I really think these guys 
could become the  most exciting band in Manchester.

Next on is a non local band called Fear the Fallen from a small place called Darwen. Bringing a 
bunch of home town fans with them, each one wearing “Fear the Fallen” T-shirts, its apparent 
that this band are certainly loved back home but can they wow the Mancunians? Initially it seems
 that they may just be a good standard rock band but nothing original although when the second 
song starts, straight away I am proved wrong. I was surprised by a bright fun intro with an almost 
reggae feel in parts and much to my delight the third song is also dissimilar to the previous two
 being slower yet still punchy. It's really refreshing to see each and every fan singing along to 
their songs and dancing. Each song has great dynamics making the chorus' have that extra kick. 
The frontman has a great amount of energy with a powerful voice. He also still manages to keep
 the crowds attention when performing the slower songs, which can sometimes encourage people
 to go to the bar or sit down. Overall a faultless performance, although their image could be 
improved, maybe the rest of the band could get tips from the bassist Rob Upton and guitarist 
Chris Ragnall since their image really fits the band well. It will really take the next two bands a lot 
to beat them for band of the night.

When LUTE start to play there is no doubt that they are really talented musicians and have some 
really nice grooves. Only playing three songs due to their proggy nature, a lot of technical playing
 from both guitars and drums, it is definitely a shame Al Young will not be playing for them any 
more since he is a really tight, concise drummer. Although the music they are playing sounds 
very impressive, I can't help but feel bored in parts and can see the audience losing a bit of 
interest, and even though the vocals work reasonably well with the tunes, Ed Truscott's voice can 
sound a bit monotonous; However, he does show he has a good vocal range when doing falsetto
 and it would be nice to hear, maybe more variation in the vocal melodies would allow this. The 
Tool influence is very obvious, their imaginative rhythms really grip you and keep your head
 bobbing without even realising. They all have good stage presence and look as if they are all 
really absorbed in the music in which they are playing, maybe with time and exposure, the 
audience will become as absorbed in the music as they are.



LUTE

Check the bands out on 
their facebook
/kingdomlost
/luteband
/fearthefallenuk
/moosepatrolband

Finally it's Kingdom Lost, and even though Fear the 
Fallen were truly awesome, Kingdom Lost really make it 
hard to choose the band of the night. Their sound is very 
original with their interesting use of synths in their
 atmospheric backing tracks. Both singers have
 dissimilar voices but they really work together well, with 
Chris Mather having a powerful attacking rock voice and 
Nick Bolan having a softer melodic singing voice. Adam 
Rogers is a very tight and energetic drummer which is 
very important when working with the amount of 
samples that Kingdom Lost have. The ambience in their 
songs really makes their set so easy to listen to but they 
also introduce more rocky and catchy parts in songs  like 
Advertise This, which makes people want to move. The 
way the guitar playing fits with the backing synths is 
amazing, it's almost as if they are unified. What is really
 refreshing about this band is that they have their own sound and you really can't compare them to 
anyone else which is hard to find. Not only that, their image is great and they look very comfortable
 on the stage. It's surprising that Kingdom Lost didn't have an almost full room of people like Fear 
the Fallen but once they have had the right exposure I really think these guys can do well.

J.Knowles 

Hazard Media

Kingdom Lost

Moose Patrol

LUTE



Gig Reviews Baa Bar
Fallowfield, 

23rd June
Deaf FM

Voidstalker
We Were Kings

Religion of Tomorrow

Deaf FM

Opening the night we see Religion of Tomorrow, a non local band who are really professional in
 spite of a few technical hitches. They took it all in their stride which is great to see as it would 
have floored many a lesser band. They had good stage presence and looked like they were 
enjoying themselves. The songs came across as well written with good melodic hooks, and it'd 
be great to hear them well recorded to get the full impact. Perhaps they could benefit from the 
bass player using a couple of fx pedals to help fill out the sound when the guitarist does solos
 as it seemed to lose a little bit at those points. My only gripe? I'm not a fan of British singers 
that sing with strong American accents, but that's just my taste.

Overall they put in a great performance and should go far if they keep working on it.

The most popular band of the night is We Were Kings they really went for it performance wise 
which always make an enjoyable watch. No setlist, they just made it up on the spot which comes
 across a bit unprofessional but didn't seem to bother the crowd too much.In their genre the songs 
seem really well written, much more cohesive and hook laden than someof their counterparts, but
 perhaps they could experiment a bit more with their sound to help them stand out from similar 
sounding bands.

Great performance and with a good sounding demo they should pick up loads of fans in the future.

Voidstalker show excellent musicianship, it always pleases me to see a guitarist with a 7-string guitar 
who actually uses more than the bottom 2 strings and explores the extra range that instrument
 Provides! They displayed confidence on stage and had great variety to their sound, but the vocals 
seemed to get drowned out a bit by the music (not their fault) so I'd really like to hear their stuff 
recorded to get an honest picture of the songs.

Finally the headliners Deaf FM start, Baa Bar in Fallowfield is not the usual place you would find
 bands playing but a little enterprise on behalf of Cherry from Deaf FM means that tonight the 
upstairs bar belongs to Deaf FM and their friends. You have to admire the DIY approach and the 
camaraderie it inspires; it's how 'scenes' get started and how we all avoid getting ripped off, so 
there's a few brownie points to start with!



Check them out on 
Facebook

/deaffm
/thisisvoidstalker
/wewerekingsuk
/religionoftomorrow

We Were Kings

Voidstalker

There aren't that many punters in by the time Deaf FM
play, 20-30 maybe but they are nothing but enthusiastic
 and the fact that there is no stage and singer Cherry is 
right out there face to face with the audience, gives the 
whole performance the kind of intimacy that you just 
don't get at bigger shows. Whilst billed as an industrial 
band I find that Deaf FM come across more as a heavy
 rock/punk band, their songs generally being short and
 catchy. The musicianship is pretty tight with some good 
riffs and there's certainly no lack of confidence as Cherry
 bounces out towards the crowd and blasts out opener 
My Poison. 

With a little encouragement a few of the crowd make it 
onto the dancefloor and it has to be said they bust some
 very entertaining moves! It all adds to the overall
 impression and judging from the relaxed interaction 
between guitarist Fa Caudwell and bassist Mike Grubert 
everyone's having a good time. Considering it's a small p.a
 and the room isn't really set up for gigs, the sound isn't bad
 and the vocals in particular cut through well. There is the 
odd weaker track and I'd be tempted to revise the lyrics of
 (what I think was called) Botox Babe but overall it's a short
 but enjoyable performance, which culminates with a well
 received encore of Cry Me A River . Short it may have 
been but there was enough in the performance to impress
 and it would be good to see them with a bigger crowd at a 
more established venue. For a fairly new band though, the
 omens are good!

Reviews by

T.Black Hazard Media Gig Reviews
A.Latham Room Thirteen

Pictures obtainted from band facebook pages

Religion of Tomorrow



Band Interviews

EMPTY SITUATION
Empty Situation are from Warrington and play a variety of genres ranging from punk pop to funk to 
easy core. They play gigs all over the North West of the United Kingdom. Empty Situation are 
looking to record a 4 track EP for the end of 2012.

After opening the first CV gig and impressing all the listeners we wanted to find out more about this 
new young band.

So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the
Band

Hi we're Empty Situation from Warrington UK. I'm Garion Frith, lead vocals. Then there's Gareth
 Edwards on lead guitar, Dan Turton on rhythm, Mike Hudson on bass and last, but not by any
 means least, Jonny Simpson on drums.

How would you describe your bands music?

Our music started of as more of a kind of pop-rock type feel, similar to that of Kings of Leon or 
something, but now we've started to venture in to pop-punk material and writing, similar to those of
 the likes of Good Charlotte and New Found Glory.

Who are your influences?

Our influences range widely from old age bands like the Sex Pistols or something, right through to 
the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Now it's more like Blink-182 and more american-punk orientated groups

How did you all meet?

We all met in school when we were about 11 and all played instruments then. Empty Situations
 original lineup has changed over the past 3 or 4 years though, even still we all met through school.

 

From left to right, Gareth Edwards, Jonny Simpson, Garion Frith, Dan Turton and Michael Balzary



How long have you been going for?

We formed properly (after taking months of convincing to get 
Garion to sing) mid 2010, although the band had been together 
under no name for years before that.

Which is the best venue that you've played?

The best venue we've played HAS to be Liverpool Masque! There was such a good setup and
 good stage. After that it has to be Warrington Parr Hall, which we've played quite a few times and 
grown to be quite fond of that venue.

Talk me through your songwriting process

We have a strange way of writing songs to be honest. I think the best way to describe it would be
 that one of us will turn up to practise with a riff or chord sequence or even just drum beat and we'll 
jam around that until there's a basic tune and develop from there. We really don't have a clue how
 Garion writes lyrics we just leave that to him...

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they be purchased?

 We won some time in a studio a while back and recorded one single which is the one we've 
pushed most which is Loose Lips Sink Ships. That can be found at 
www.YouTube.com/EmptySituation and can be downloaded for free on our bandpage tab on 
www.Facebook.com/EmptySituation.

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you on stage?

Oh god haha, the most funniest most embarrassing thing happened at Liverpool Masque. When 
we were a 4 piece with the old lineup, Garion used to play a bit of guitar to fill in the gaps on some 
songs. Just as we were building up to the solo in 'The Hell Song', Garions strap breaks and he 
drops his guitar, just managing to grab it before it smashes on the stage. We on stage could hardly
 contain ourselves and the rest of the song went to pot, and as far as I'm aware the crowd found it 
pretty humorous too

How did you come up with the band name?

We took part in a band-camp like thing (not American Pie style!) and one of the tasks of that was to 
make a band name for ourselves. We each thought of random words and put them together and 
ended up with Empty Situationz. We thought that was super shit so we dropped the Z and the rest
 is history.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

As a band we don't really have any solid plans but we are looking to record
 a debut EP with in the next year and we're writing as we speak and are 
looking for as many shows as we can get really, however big or small.

Garion Frith

Gareth Edwards

Check them out at 
www.facebook.com/emptysituation



BLUEHEARTS

From Left to Right, Oli Moore, Josh Longley, Clarke Vaughan, Kurt Eckhardt, Alex Eason

After an awesome performance in Kro Bar in May we are eager to find out more about Sheffield's
Bluehearts. Although on the night they were missing a guitarist, that didn't stop them from being the
band of the night, they surely made a fair few new Manchester fans on that night.

So we have Clarke – Lead Vocals, Kurt – Drums, Josh – Guitar, Alex – Guitar and Oli - Bass 

How would you describe your bands music?

Kurt:  We’ve been described as kind of bluesy-rock, but we’re really still sort of carving out our 
niche, we’re all always istening to different kinds of stuff and it’s difficult to try and put yourself into 
one genre when you have a band with such a diverse taste and style. We just try and write what we
 think sounds good and is fun to play, sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t. So we always
 try to take a lot from the response of our audienceswhen we perform live

Who are your influences?

Kurt: Personally I take a lot of my influences from InMe's Dave McPherson, both with his heavy 
stuff and also his solo projects as each of them are so diverse. Also i'm a massive fan of lots of 80's
 ballads, and modern UK metal and US rock.Drumming-wise, i'm a big fan of Craig Blundell and 
Omar Abidi.But I think as a band we like to pull influence from bands like QotSA, Foos, Black Keys
 Etc...
Clarke: Audioslave, Chris Cornell (pretty much anything he does), Ray Lamontagne, Amos Lee, 
Tre Williams, Plan B.
Alex: Lyrically, I take inspiration from old novelists such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle - Sherlock 
Holmes novels etc. Musically, I remember watching the film Desperado when I was about 13 yrs old
 - thought it was the coolest film I've ever seen. Bands such as Dire Straights, Tito & Tarantula, 
ZZTop, which got me into liking bluesy music. Then I listened to everyone from Hendrix,Stones, 
Peter Green, to try and get my head around the origins of rock and roll. First proper blues
 rock album I loved has to be Audioslave for its riffage and modern take on the old school style.
Outside of this lot, I've always been a fan of old hip hop, new hip hop, reggae, dance music, house,
 drum n bass and metal.
Josh: my major influence is OBVIOUSLY kurt cobain. best musician hands down ever. so heavy but
 so pop its everything i want to be. i got my guitar with 2 nirvana tab books and learnt to play from 
those, so been with me from the start. the music i listen to though is very varied. atm its alot of 
bikini kill. summer right?

 

  



How did you all meet?

Kurt: Four of us were in a band together previously and then when Josh joined, and we switched
 the line up around a bit, we decided that we would begin fresh as a new band, new style, new 
ideas, a new start.Alex and Clarke are step-brothers. I met Alex as our ex girlfriends were sisters. 
Oli used to work in a bar with Alex. And with Josh, I remember one day a few years back I was 
really bored and I went and bought two of them plastic eggs with the sticky aliens inside to see if 
the rumours about putting two together were true. I left them for about a week and then when I 
opened it up again there was a little Josh foetus inside. I kept him in my bath for the next few years 
until he evolved to develop aerobic respiration. He seemed to have a rare aging disease and was 
very particular about foods, he would only ever eat pages from my Nirvana: In Utero tab book. One 
day I found that he had fashioned a guitar from 3 tooth picks, some chicken lips, two packets of 
haribo tangfastics and a tampon. Still to this day I have no idea how he managed it, but when he 
played I was blown away. And i knew at that point that he was perfect for Bluehearts.

How long have you been going for?

Clarke: About 12 months with the current line up

Which is the best venue you've played?

Clarke: It's nice to play the big venues like Corp, O2 Academy etc but I do love playing the sweaty, 
in your face, smaller venues too such as SOYO, Green Rooms, Harley.
Alex: SOYO was mental last time out - had some crazy mates crowd surfing and joing us on stage
 all through the gig - right laugh.
Josh: HARLEY. bar/pub/club thing in Sheffield i love it. lots and lots and lots. and playing it is
 always awesome. soyo live is a close 2nd.

Talk me through your songwriting process

Alex: We can spend weeks with nothing happening. As soon as we find that spark of inspiration,
 we're off - this could be a riff, a drum pattern, a bass line or a vocal hook. By the end of a practice 
we've usually got the basis of a new song down. We then use a series of random vocal sounds or 
phrases to capture the feel and mood of the sound. We'll then take that away and develop lyrics 
based on many personal experiences, usually related to women - the biggest source of drama in 
our lives at any given time! 

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they be purchased?

Kurt: Listen to them free online; facebook, youtube, spotify 
etc...Or if you're feeling generous, Itunes.

Has anything funny/embarrassing happened to you on stage?

Alex: Josh
Josh: nothing i do on stage is embarrassing even mistakes 
are part of the majestity of rock

How did you come up with the band name?

Clarke: In the car I think - our Manager came up with Black 
Hearts then Al said no Bluehearts. We finally decided on it 
in SOYO later that night over beers. 

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Alex: Plans or dreams? Love to hire a van, do a tour of other cities and experience life on the road.
Clarke: We wanna go to the top......the very top!

Josh and Clarke

Check out their facebook
facebook.com/blueheartsuk



Moose                Patrol

After filling in a last minute slot, they showed the audience that they were far from unprepared and
put on a great show being the perfect opener to the night. This band really do prove that being 
young doesn't stop you from being better than lots of older bands out there.
So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

Hi I’m Conner Hanmer, that’s Conner with an E!! I play Bass and Backing  vox
I’m Adam Lee, and I am the Drummer and also backing vox
I'm Adam Bostock I do lead Vox and guitar. And yes that’s right, two Adams…

How would you describe your bands music?

Conner – Like an epic ball of fire rolling down a hill, towards Indiana
Jones!
Adam B – But Seriously, it’s in your in your face Alternative Rock…
Conner - …with a slice of Grunge lemon on the side

Who are your influences?

Adam B – Hendrix, Cobain, Adam Ant, David Bowie and Gary Newman
Adam L – Nirvana, Green Day, Pulled Apart By Horses and Joy 
Formidable
Conner – Nirvana, Smashing Pumpkins, Dick Dale, MGMT…Spice Girls?

How did you all meet?

Adam L – We all met in High School, outside a Tech Class I think it was

How long have you been going for?

Adam B – We have been together since 2010, jamming and working on things for fun. We have 
been playing and writing together with a definite focus since Dec 2011.

Which is the best venue that you've played?

Conner – I think the best venue we have played was Bar 38 in Manchester. It is a really good venue, well set out, and the best part was it was full of guys in suits 

Talk me through your songwriting process

Adam B – It tends to be me that comes up with a riff or guitar part and I have some lyrics in mind. I will play the parts to the other guys and if they hear something in it they like then they…

Adam L - …then me and Conner add in some cool bass and drum parts and we take it from there and see where it goes.

Conner – Yeah we play with it and change things till we get that Moosey Vibe 

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they be purchased?

Our tunes are available to listen to on our Facebook Page, Reverbnation Page and on our website (links below) Physical CD’s can be purchased from any band member, at our gigs or directly from our website. We are hoping to have our tunes available for digital download asap, and will post the info on our various pages once this is 
set up!

www.reverbnation.com/moosepatrol 
www.facebook.com/MoosePatrolBand 
http://moosepatrolmusic.webs.com/

Has anything funny/embarrassing happened to you on stage?

Adam B – Nothing majorly embarrassing but my guitar or pedals break down a lot!!

Adam L – My Cymbals have fallen over! Including at your show at Retro Bar!

Conner – My strap has fallen of my bass on stage and I have had to catch it and try to keep playing!

Adam B – And there was the time me and Conner launched into a song, only to realise Adam L was playing a completely different tune!

How did you come up with the band name?

Conner - We get asked this a lot! The truth is that we all went to see a Gypsy Fortune Teller. As well as predicting our futures, she gave each of us a special nickname, from “the spirit world”. Mine was Moose, Adam L was Pa and Adam B was Trol. it was only later that we realised that if we put the three names together we had 
Moose PaTrol. we decided it was an omen…spooky I know, but the name stuck!

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Adam L – To take over the World!!

Conner – Yeah…and to get back in the studio to record more of our new material and hopefully produce a new EP.

Adam B, and we want to play Band On The Wall in Manchester, my dad played there years ago and said it was awesome.

From left to right, Conner Hanmer, Adam Lee and Adam Bostock

Adam B



Which is the best venue that you've played?

Conner – I think the best venue we have played was Bar 38 in Manchester. It is a really good
 venue, well set out, and the best part was it was full of guys in suits 

Talk me through your songwriting process

Adam B – It tends to be me that comes up with a riff or guitar part and I have some lyrics in mind. 
I will play the parts to the other guys and if they hear something in it they like...
Adam L - …then me and Conner add in some cool bass and drum parts and we take it from there 
and see where it goes.
Conner – Yeah we play with it and change things till we get that Moosey Vibe 

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they be purchased?

Our tunes are available to listen to on our Facebook Page, Reverbnation Page and on our 
website (links below) Physical CD’s can be purchased from any band member, at our gigs or 
directly from our website. We are hoping to have our tunes available for digital download asap, and
 will post the info on our various pages once this is set up!

www.reverbnation.com/moosepatrol 
www.facebook.com/MoosePatrolBand 
http://moosepatrolmusic.webs.com/

Has anything funny/embarrassing happened to you on stage?

Adam B – Nothing majorly embarrassing but my guitar or
 pedals break down a lot!!
Adam L – My Cymbals have fallen over! Including at your
 show at Retro Bar!
Conner – My strap has fallen off my bass on stage and I
 have had to catch it and try to keep playing!
Adam B – And there was the time me and Conner
 launched into a song, only to realise Adam L was playing 
a completely different tune!

How did you come up with the band name?

Conner - We get asked this a lot! The truth is that we all 
went to see a Gypsy Fortune Teller. As well as predicting 
our futures, she gave each of us a special nickname, from
 “the spirit world”. Mine was Moose, Adam L was Pa and 
Adam B was Trol. it was only later that we realised that if we put 
the three names together we had Moose PaTrol. we decided it was an omen…spooky I know, but
 the name stuck!

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Adam L – To take over the World!!
Conner – Yeah…and to get back in the studio to record more of our new material and hopefully
 produce a new EP.
Adam B, and we want to play Band On The Wall in Manchester, my dad played there years ago 
and said it was awesome.

Check them out on facebook 
www.facebook.com/moosepatrolband

Adam L



Fear The Fallen

Band of the Month

I present to you, the Band of the Month, by quite some margin. Fear the Fallen played an
impressive set at the Retro Bar, they definitely made a good impression and will no longer be
strangers in the manchester scene.

So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

Hey, We are Fear the Fallen from Darwen.
Christian Slater - Lead vocal
Rob Upton – Bass
Joe Mooney – Drums
Sam Crowther – Guitar
Chris Ragnall - Guitar

How would you describe your band’s music?

We are an original guitar based band delivering a heavy rock based eclectic mix of riff-driven rock 
and classic sounds.

Who are your influences?

To mention a few; Queen, Maiden, Linkin Park, Soundgarden, Blink and Muse

How did you all meet?

Rob & Chris have been playing in bands since meeting at uni in the late 1890`s playing dungeons & 
dragons. Christian & Joe met before they joined the British armed forces, and Sam`s mum runs our
 local Pub (winner!!)

How long have you been going for?

18 Months in total, 6 with Joe 

Christian Slater

From left to right, Rob Upton, Joe Mooney, Christian Slater, Chris Ragnall and Sam Crowther

Check them out on facebook
facebook.com/fearthefallenuk



Which is the best venue that you've played?

It has to be Darwen live Main Stage this year… Rain, Rock and a Mosh pit what more can you ask
 For.

Talk me through your songwriting process.

Most of our early Tracks were conceived on the
 throne so to speak, Christian had a thing with 
writing on the toilet? (“Don’t knock it until you’ve
 tried it peeps!”). Nowadays we start with the guitar
 riffs and build the rest around it.

Where can people listen to your tunes and where 
can they be purchased?

Soundcloud.com/Fear-the-Fallen
Facebook.com/FeartheFallenuk

Has anything funny/embarrassing happened to 
you on stage?

Only the usual Drum kit falling over and one 
stage invasion by a baby!

How did you come up with the band name?

The band name was used as a dedication to fallen comrades in the armed forces.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

We plan to record an album in the near future and keep Fear the Fallen coming in your ears. After
 international success we plan a huge split then reform in 2040 for a world tour and greatest hits 
album.

Sam Crowther

Chris Ragnall

Rob Upton



KINGDOM LOST
After headlining the Retro Bar show and wowing us all with their unique sound and great
musicianship we ask them some questions to give us an insight into their genius.
So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

We’re Kingdom Lost.  Well now there’s Nick Bolan who plays the bass and sings, Chris Mather who 
plays guitar and sings. We have a young talent in Adam Rogers who plays the drums and there’s 
Reece Vigelskas who dabbles and dazzles with synths and piano.
 
How would you describe your bands music?

All over the shop.  In a practical sense of course because you could find some of our songs in the
 rock section, others in dance, indie and electronica. All genres contain good music and we’d rather
 not deny that in our music even if it becomes commercially non viable. 

Who are your influences?

Nick formed his musical style by being infatuated with Radiohead and Placebo (which has since 
largely diminished). Chris has always had a lust for Black Sabbath.  The boy (Adam) has a tickly 
area for The Prodigy and Reece has a an adoration for Ben Folds Five, which is subtly honoured 
in his work.

How did you all meet?

Nick met Chris at Mancat music college in Manchester around 2002.  They both performed with an 
array of musicians before finally receiving a great Christmas present in the form of Adam in 2011 
after  advertising for a drummer. Reece had been in other bands that played the Manchester 
circuit with Chris and Nick and after expressing his enthusiasm for Nick & Chris’s work, was 
subsequently headhunted.  

How long have you been going for?

Chris and Nick have been playing together for 10 years now, but the four piece formed in Winter
 2011.

Which is the best venue that you've played?

Our best gig was at The King’s Arms in Salford. It looks like an observatory and we packed it out 
with a let’s say ‘enthusiastic’ mob.  

From left to right, Nick Bolan, Reece Vigelskas, Adam Rogers and Chris Mathers



Talk me through your songwriting process

Each song is created differently.  They can be born
 from a set of lyrics, or just one riff.  If we don’t have 
lyrics that fit a riff, we tend to find a vocal melody 
first and then fit words inside that melody, which has
 to both make sense and be the right number of 
syllables. It’s arduous, but bespoke.

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they
 be purchased?

Our debut album, ‘Desire Lines’ is available in CD format at
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Desire-Lines-Kingdom-Lost/dp/B007MD4KYK
It’s also on itunes at
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/artist/kingdom-lost/id519131393
But if you just want a listen and also download some of our songs for free we’re on soundcloud at 
http://soundcloud.com/kingdomlost

Has anything funny/embarrassing happened to you on stage?

Nah, not yet.. In our old band ‘Commune’ the old guitarist walked off stage at Jilly’s Rockworld coz 
he wasn’t happy with his amp, so Chris hurled abuse at him to the crowd down the microphone, the
 show still went on of course.

How did you come up with the band name?

Oh God this became excruciating! It took us over a year of 
forefront thinking. We even went onto a  website naming the
 top 25 ways of acquiring a band name.  To our dismay , 
we’d already tried most of them.  The one’s we hadn’t tried 
included human sacrifice or travelling to the Indies. In the end,
 we liked the word Kingdom, partly because nobody had used
 it before.  Nick’s Dad suggested Stolen Kingdom, but it 
sounded a bit rash, then Nick thought of lost Kingdom and then
 immediately 
swapped it around and so Kingdom lost was finally formed.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Who would you rather listen to; a musician or a politician? 

Nick Bolan

Adam Rogers

Advertise This video shoot

Check them out on facebook
facebook.com/kingdomlost

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Desire-Lines-Kingdom-Lost/dp/B007MD4KYK
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/artist/kingdom-lost/id519131393
http://soundcloud.com/kingdomlost


LUTE

How would you describe your bands music?

Well I guess you would call LUTE a ‘progressive metal/rock band’. The songs are long epics that 
attempt to steer away from your traditional 4 minute verse/chorus/middle 8 arrangement and are
 instead made up of many different sections that link together into 10 minute pieces. The intention
 from the beginning was to try and write like this, although there are still verses and choruses in the
 music, I wanted to see if I could write longer songs, giving myself the freedom to put into a song 
whatever felt right, not being bound by the conventional song writing structure. In most of the 
songs there will be four or five different riffs but then it might break down into a quiet acoustic 
section and then onto a big vocal harmony for example. Although our songs are long, it was 
Important to move from one section to another quickly so the listener does not get bored and 
become conscious of the song length, you won’t find any 6 minute keyboard solos or 10 minutes of 
feedback on the album! So although we have a 17 minute track called ‘Tremors’ which closes 
‘Learning Through Progression’, I’m hoping it won’t seem that long and nothing is written for the 
sake of it either, when a track is finished you should be in the situation where there is nothing you 
could add and nothing you could take away from the song to make it any better. I guess the music
 itself is generally heavy and would be called heavy rock/metal but the vocals less so - there is no 
shouting or growling as with standard metal (with the exception of a few guest backing vox from my 
housemate) I just sing in my own style and layer on a few harmonies in places. As I mentioned 
before i think its important for the listener to be able to hear the lyrics in order for them to connect 
more with the song. I think this contrast between the music and the vocals shapes the LUTE sound
 in many ways and will hopefully make us stand out more within the metal scene.We’re hoping that
 LUTE will appeal to not only prog fans but also people who are not necessarily fans of progressive 
music and maybe we can become a kind of prog/non prog crossover band!

Who are your influences?

Well theres a whole number but as mentioned earlier TOOL is a big influence but also: Pink Floyd,
 King Crimson, Metallica, Led Zeppelin, Nine Inch Nails, Soundgarden, Rush, Opeth…….the list 
could go on. Although LUTE is a progressive band the influences come from all types of rock music.

 

From left to right, Vadik Squares, Al Young, Ed Truscott and A.D Briggs



How did you all meet?

LUTE began as I studio project, I wrote and recorded our album ‘Learning Through Progression’ by 
myself and then recruited a live band afterwards by putting out some ads and seeing who was 
interested. The band I got together were all into the music and were excited about bringing the 
album to life on the stage! And more importantly, we all get on with each other!

How long have you been going for?

This line up got together last summer so we’ve been together fro just over a year and we’ve been 
gigging since November 2011.

Which is the best venue that you've played?

That would have to be either Grand Central or Retro Bar, GC because its free entry and it’s a 
dedicated Rock/Metal bar and Retro Bar because of the small size and intimacy of the venue which 
makes it look like its always packed! 

Where can people listen to your tunes and where can they be purchased?

You can buy our album ‘Learning Through Progression’ online at:
www.lute.bandcamp.com

You can hear it on our facebook band page at 
www.facebook.com/luteband

And we’re also on Soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/luteband

We also have physical copies of our album available to bu
y in lovely Digipaks for just £5 bargain!

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you on stage?

Luckily not yet, we’re hoping to keep it that way!

How did you come up with the band name?

Its simple really, TOOL was a big influence on the album so 
the name was originally LOOT (i.e. TOOL backwards) but 
then I decided to change the spelling to LUTE which is also 
a medieval instrument and i’m sure has been used in a 
number of prog rock tunes before so we think its quite
 appropriate! There was also a conscious decision to not go
 for a traditional generic metal name butsomething a bit 
different.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

– If we can tour, record albums and make enough money so that I don’t have to come and sit
 at a desk and slowly go insane until I’m 70 then I’ll be happy!

Ed Truscott

Check them out on facebook
facebook.com/luteband

http://www.lute.bandcamp.com/
http://www.facebook.com/luteband
http://www.soundcloud.com/luteband


Religion of 
Tomorrow

From left to right, Richard Gill, Karl Christian, Keith Robertson, Jordan Charters
Religion of Tomorrow were asked last minute to open the Deaf FM gig at Baa Baa, playing in 
Manchester for the first time, a professional band with a promising future ahead of them, we ask 
them more about what makes them tick.  
So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

Karl - vocal, jordan - guitar, keith - drums ans rich – bass.

How would you describe your bands music?

Keith: no idea, everyone we ask struggles, we dont sound like anyone or fit any genre?..............
you tell us?

Who are your influences?

Keith: all sorts of stuff i dont think we share the same likes , ranging from hip hop, metal, seems 
mostly alternative tho.

How did you all meet?

Rich: weve all know each other in various capacities for a long long time, somehow we ended up all 
in the same band.

How long have you been going for?

Jordan: id say with this line up , and to be honest the only productive incarnation of the band 12
months.....just over.

Which is the best venue that you've played?

Rich: Probably Dave Millings Bike Shop (whitehaven) mainly cos it aint a venue but we personally 
changed it into what we wanted on the day had a 300 plus crowd and were gonna do another this 
year around halloween, so keep yer eyes peeled.

Check them out on facebook
facebook.com/religionoftomorrow



Talk me through your songwriting process

Karl; Ha thats a good one, our achilles heel, erm a 
riff , ? another riff, some drums, six months later
 we have a verse ..........no idea lol. it just happens, 
not enough or often enough but it just happens.

Where can people listen to your tunes and where
 can they be purchased?

Jordan: At the min our music is 100% free even 
our cds we give away so try our band page, 
soundcloud, reverbnation or come see us play and 
get a hard copy.

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you on stage?

Band: No.

How did you come up with the band name?

Rich: Ask Keith!!!
Keith: No Idea!!!! Its just a name , like paul or ian?

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Karl; Take over the world!!!!!! Rich: No musically

Jordan Charters

Richard Gill

Keith Robertson

Karl Christian



WE WERE KINGS
Members in current line up, 
Left – Sam Cummins, Centre Left – Harry Simpson and Centre – Gabriel Wenner

We speak to We Were Kings who are very good friends of ours, and have joined CV's band “Deaf
FM” in supporting one of the best new bands at the moment Lostalone. They have some awesome 
videos so make sure you check them out on facebook. 
So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band:

Gabriel: We are a Manchester based rock band called We Were Kings and we consist of Gabriel
 (Vocals), Harry (Guitar), Craig (Guitar/BackingVox), Sam (Bass) and Rebecca (Drums).

How would you describe your bands music?

Harry: We've often been told we have elements of bands like You me at six and Taking back Sunday
 but I don't think it should be put into one category because some songs are so different from each
 other in almost every way. The best way id describe it is Alternative Rock.

Who are your influences?

Sam: oohh well this will differ drastically from from member to member so lets say a band each.
Blink 182, Adept, Young Guns, The Specials, A Day To Remember.

How did you all meet?

Harry: Most of us have been mates for a good few years and met through either parties or previous
 bands.Our latest addition to the band; Rebecca met and joined the band through a simple audition
 process when we were on the look out for a drummer.

How long have you been going for?

Sam: We have been together for about eight months now I think but with the current line up only a
 few weeks!



Which is the best venue that you've played?

Gabriel: I think i would have to say the Manchester Academy because it is just brilliant in every way.
 However we did have an amazing gig a few days ago at the Roadhouse with We Start Partys, 
Tonight We're Electric and Futureproof where we played to a nearly sold out venue. I think the place
 is great when its so packed out.

Talk me through your songwriting process

Gabriel: In the past with the exception of one,
 all songs have been written soley by me but 
as things progress and the band gets more 
confident it is starting to be more about 
everybody’s ideas which is great!

Where can people listen to your tunes and
 where can they be purchased?

Rebecca: you can listen to our chooons all over the internet really but I would suggest Youtube
 (http://www.youtube.com/WeWerekingsUK OR Spotify. In terms of purchasing iTunes is good. But
 if you wanna help us out more then buy a CD at one of our gigs or order one from our shop when 
Its up and running.

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you on stage?

Gabriel: Yes! falling over backwards on too my ass whilst 
trying to do an epic guitar jump/spin was quite a bad one 
for me. But than again there are far worse things that 
could go wrong!

How did you come up with the band name?

Harry: Most people who hear our name assume its 
something to do with 'We The Kings' but thatcouldn't be
 further form the truth. Our song 'Where We Belong' was
 originally entitled 'We Were Kings' but when it came to
 thinking of a band name I decided that it was a decent 
band name and so did the others.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Craig: Our plans for the future? as far as we can go really. Its what we love to do and I hope we can
 make a career out of it! in terms of a target though lets say playing Download or Leeds on the 
main stage, that would be epic!

Rebecca Broughton

Check them out 
On facebook.
facebook.com
/wewerekingsuk



VOIDSTALKER
Another band which are good friends of ours, they have a really cool dark sound with intricate
 Impressive guitar and bass lines, heavy drums and to top it all off a female vocalist with 
haunting vocals which really fit the music.

So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

Emily: I'm Emily and im the loudmouth of the band!
Stu: 7 string guitarist, part time pedal dancer and backing vocalist
Joe: Drummist
Mark: Bass, backing vocals & looking pretty.

How would you describe your bands music?

Mark: Well, the music we make is like, sort of atmospheric groovy rock. With extreme vocals.
Stu: Yeah, that works.

Who are your influences?

Emily: Isis, Devin Townsend, Tori Amos, Peter Gabriel, Jem and the Holograms!
Mark: Incubus, Pink Floyd, Jack Bruce, Primus
Stu: Incubus, Tool, Pink Floyd, Mike Patton, Nick Harper, Opeth, Science! (It works, bitches!)
Joe: Nirvana, Pantera, Smashing Pumpkins, Pearl Jam...loads of electronic music, Lamb, 
Portishead

How did you all meet?

Mark: An incident involving two large, poorly placed magnets, a disgraced priest, several steel
 tankards and that poor Japanese woman...

From left to right, Mark Talbot, Emily Garrard, Stu Cowley and on drums, Joe Roberts



How long have you been going for?

Stu: Me and Em have been writing together for a few years, we found Mark first in 2010 and Joe
 joined in January 2012

Which is the best venue that you've played?

Joe: If we'd got to play at the Manchester Apollo or something, that would be a cool answer, but we
 haven't.
Stu: Patience, my friend...
Mark: Anywhere that serves real ale!
Stu: Whittles!

Talk me through your songwriting process

Mark: It's an organic process, we plant the songs in the spring and harvest them for the winter...
Stu: Good answer!
Mark: You write the songs dude
Stu: I wrote most of them hungover!
Mark: Which is also pretty cool.

Where can people listen to your tunes and where
can they be purchased?

Mark: The Interweb! www.facebook.com/thisisvoidstalker
Stu: Anyone who signs up to the mailing list at 
voidstalker@live.co.uk gets a free EP!

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you on
 stage?

Mark: No, because we are awesome.
Em: Haha!
Stu: I break strings pretty regularly. But nothing particularly
 silly has happened onstage. 
Mark: Not yet, anyway.

How did you come up with the band name?

Band Narrator: Our old rehearsal room was actually Stu's kitchen, he lived in St. Helens at the time. 
For reasons frankly too nerdy to be discussed, we nicknamed the rehearsal space as 'The Void'. 
Not long later, we decided to change the name of the band for one reason and another. One night,
 we assembled a group of intellectuals & engineers together, pulied them with booze and science
 fiction and tasked them with finding right one. We liked the word Void, so it became part of the 
name.

What are your plans for the future of the band?

Mark: We'd like to take it as far as we can because it's something we enjoy, and to be honest it's all 
I know how to do.
Stu: Gigs, recording, gigs, gigs, writing, gigs, more recording, drink, chilli, gigs. Repeat indefinitely.
Mark: Yup, that works too. Does it have to be chilli all the time?
Em: No, there is also curry. And perhaps sushi.
Mark: But mainly, more gigs

Mark Talbot

Check them out on facebook
facebook.com/tisisvoidstalker



DEAF FM
From left to right, Mike Grubert, Cherry Valentine, Fa Caudwell and Jem Tonkin

Cherry Valentine's band, Deaf FM have some exciting gigs coming up in the next month, playing the
Manchester Picnic in Piccadilly Gardens and supporting Follow You Home who have just played
with Sum 41 in Holland. After this Cherry will be having a throat operation so you should all check 
them out at these gigs.

So, introduce yourselves and tell us each of your roles in the band

Well we have Cherry Valentine on vocals, Fa Caudwell on guitar and backing vocals, Jem is 
temporarily playing drums for us until we find a new drummer, so anyone who is interested please
get in touch! And finally but definitely not least we have Mike Grubert on bass and master of the 
pout.
 
How would you describe your bands music?

We are quite a heavy rock band with synths giving our music a bit of an industrial edge, we are 
compared to Skunk Anansie quite a bit.

Who are your influences?

We have a mixture of influences, standard rock bands such as Foo Fighters, Muse, Metallica,
Skunk Anansie, Halestorm but also Fa is into Skrillex and Nero which Is where the industrial feel in 
our songs comes from.

How did you all meet?

Fa had written a bunch of tunes and was looking to form a band, he found Cherry Valentine on a
band ad site and they met up and did some acoustic tunes together before deciding to work
together, when looking for a bassist Fa introduced Mike into the band and then Cherry introduced 
Jem into the band.

How long have you been going for?

As a live band only a few months, we have been recording and practising at home together for 
Just over a year.



Which is the best venue that you've played?

We haven't played that many gigs together as Deaf FM but out of the gigs we have played, Dry Live
Is definitely the best, the sound is great and it has a cool vibe about the place.

Talk me through your songwriting process

Well most of the songs we have at the moment are entirely written by Fa bar some parts but
any new tracks we work on at the moment tend to stem from a particular riff or chord progression
and we just jam together to get the layout of the song in place and then Cherry or Fa will come up 
with a vocal melody and lyrics.

Where can people listen to your tunes and 
where can they be purchased?

You can listen to our tunes on facebook 
and bandcamp, or you can pick up a free
 cd from one of our gigs.

Has anything funny/embarressing happened to you
 on stage?

When we played Ronnies in Macclesfield
 everything seemed to go wrong, one of 
the PA speakers stopped working, the 
synths weren't coming out the PA and 
then all the mics stopped working so
for most of the set Cherry was just 
dancing to the band until the mics started 
working again, luckily everyone found it 
funny and just joined in dancing.

How did you come up with the band name?

Fa came up with the name when he was in a previous band but they never used it, he then 
suggested it to Cherry, Cherry wasn't sure at first but then when he started chanting “Deaf FM, 
Deaf FM” she instantly took a shine to it and its been the band name ever since, its cool because
no one has a name anything like it so when you type our name online, pretty much everything that
comes up belongs to us.

What are your plans for the future of the band? 

We all just want this to be our career, if we become big and famous then thats a bonus but if we 
Manage to do this as our full time job and earn enough to live then that would be amazing for us

Fa Caudwell

Check them out on 
Facebook
facebook.com/deaffm



Upcoming Gigs
22nd July – The Bay Horse – All Day Rockathon II

Bands playing from 2pm till 10.30pm
Only £3 for the whole day!

Visit below for info;
https://www.facebook.com/events/414648378578778/

4th August – Piccadilly Gardens – The Manchester Picnic
Food from well known restaurants

Served in Piccadilly Gardens
Live bands playing (including Deaf FM)

As well as other entertainment.

17th August – Dry Live – Follow You Home
Supporting will be Leopards, We Were Kings and Deaf FM

Tickets only £6 for 4 great bands
Visit below to buy tickets

http://followyouhome.bigcartel.com/product/august-uk-tour-tickets
Use code “DEAFFM” at checkout

22nd August – The Bay Horse – Acoustic/Folk night
Sets from Daniel Nicholls and Joel Harries

More artists to be considered

9th September – The Bay Horse – All Day Rockathon III
Bands playing from 2pm till 10.30pm

Only £3 for the whole day!

If you want your gigs posted in next months magazine, message cherry
Valentine at www.facebook.com/cherryvalentinepromotions

https://www.facebook.com/events/414648378578778/
http://followyouhome.bigcartel.com/product/august-uk-tour-tickets


Next CV magazine
● Review of the gig at Kro Bar on the 30th June
(sets from The Dusk, Vinyl High, Goodlife and 
The Auditeurs)

● Review of the gig at The Bay Horse on the 2nd July
(sets from Cavan Moran, Holly Wilson, Edwin Miles 
and Alex Chow

● Review of the All Day Rockathon on the 15th July
(sets from Fear the Fallen, Seventh Shade, 
Whipcord, We Could be Astronauts, Humans as 
Ornaments, Faerground Accidents, Halflings Leaf 
and Mentus

● Interviews with all the bands above

Support the unsigned scene, watch
live bands in manchester, share any
bands which you like and share this

magazine to give the bands more 
exposure!
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